Reinforcement Learning (RL) based document summarisation systems yield state-of-the-art performance in terms of ROUGE scores, because they directly use ROUGE as the rewards during training. However, summaries with high ROUGE scores often receive low human judgement.
Introduction
Document summarisation aims at generating a summary for a long document or multiple documents on the same topic. Reinforcement Learning (RL) becomes an increasingly popular technique to build document summarisation systems in recent years (Chen and Bansal, 2018; Narayan et al., 2018b; Dong et al., 2018) . Compared to the supervised learning paradigm, which "pushes" the summariser to reproduce the reference summaries at training time, RL directly optimises the summariser to maximise the rewards, which measure the quality of the generated summaries.
The ROUGE metrics (Lin, 2004b) are the most widely used rewards in training RL-based summarisation systems. ROUGE measures the quality of a generated summary by counting how many n-grams in the reference summaries appear in the generated summary. ROUGE correlates well with human judgements at system level (Lin, 2004a; Louis and Nenkova, 2013) , i.e. by aggregating system summaries' ROUGE scores across multiple input documents, we can reliably rank summarisation systems by their quality. However, ROUGE performs poorly at summary level: given multiple summaries for the same input document, ROUGE can hardly distinguish the "good" summaries from the "mediocre" and "bad" ones (Novikova et al., 2017) . Because existing RL-based summarisation systems rely on summary-level ROUGE scores to guide the optimisation direction, the poor performance of ROUGE at summary level severely misleads the RL agents. The reliability of ROUGE as RL reward is further challenged by the fact that most large-scale summarisation datasets only have one reference summary available for each input document (e.g. CNN/DailyMail (Hermann et al., 2015; See et al., 2017) and NewsRooms (Grusky et al., 2018) ).
In order to find better rewards that can guide RL-based summarisers to generate more humanappealing summaries, we learn a reward function directly from human ratings. We use the dataset compiled by Chaganty et al. (2018) , which includes human ratings on 2,500 summaries for 500 news articles from CNN/DailyMail. Unlike ROUGE that requires one or multiple reference summaries to compute the scores, our reward function only takes the document and the generated summary as input. Hence, once trained, our reward can be used to train RL-based summarisation systems without any reference summaries.
The contributions of this work are threefold: (i) We study the summary-level correlation between ROUGE and human judgement on 2,500 summaries ( §3), explicitly showing that ROUGE can hardly identify the human-appealing summaries.
(ii) We formulate the reward learning problem as either a regression or a preference learning problem ( §4), and explore multiple text encoders and neural architectures to build the reward learning model ( §5). (iii) We show that our learned reward correlates significantly better with human judgements than ROUGE ( §6), and that using the learned reward can guide both extractive and abstractive RL-based summarisers to generate summaries with significantly higher human ratings than the state-of-the-art systems ( §7).
Related Work
RL-based summarisation. Most existing RLbased summarisers fall into two categories: crossinput systems and input-specific systems . Cross-input systems learn a summarisation policy at training time by letting the RL agent interact with a ROUGE-based reward function. At test time, the learned policy is used to generate a summary for each input document. Most RL-based summarisers fall into this category (Chen and Bansal, 2018; Narayan et al., 2018b; Dong et al., 2018; Kryscinski et al., 2018; Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018; . As an alternative, input-specific RL (Rioux et al., 2014; Ryang and Abekawa, 2012) does not require reference summaries: for each input document at test time, a summarisation policy is trained specifically for the input, by letting the RL summariser interact with a heuristic-based reward function, e.g. ROUGE between the generated summary and the input document (without using any reference summaries). However, the performance of inputspecific RL falls far behind the cross-input counterparts.
In §7 we use our learned reward to train both cross-input and input-specific RL systems. A similar idea has been explored by , but unlike their work that learns the reward from ROUGE scores, we learn our reward directly from human ratings. Human evaluation experiments suggest that our reward can guide both kinds of RL-based systems to generate human-appealing summaries without using reference summaries.
The reward learning idea is also related to inverse RL (IRL) (Ng and Russell, 2000) . By observing some (near-)optimal sequences of actions, IRL algorithms learn a reward function that is consistent with the observed sequences. In the case of summarisation, human-written reference summaries are the (near-)optimal sequences, which are expensive to provide. Our method only needs human ratings on some generated summaries, also known as the bandit feedback (Kreutzer et al., 2017) , to learn the reward function. Furthermore, when employing certain loss functions (see §4 and Eq. (2)), our method can even learn the reward function from preferences over generated summaries, an even cheaper feedback to elicit (Kreutzer et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2018) .
Heuristic-based rewards. Prior work proposed heuristic-based reward functions to train crossinput RL summarisers, in order to strengthen certain properties of the generated summaries. Arumae and Liu (2019) propose four reward functions to train an RL-based extractive summariser, including the question-answering competency rewards, which encourage the RL agent to generate summaries that can answer cloze-style questions. Such questions are automatically created by removing some words in the reference summaries. Experiments suggest that human subjects can answer the questions with high accuracy by reading their generated summaries; but the human judgement scores of their summaries are not higher than the summaries generated by the stateof-the-art supervised system. Kryscinski et al. (2018) propose a simple heuristic that encourages the RL-based abstractive summariser to generate summaries with more novel tokens, i.e. tokens that do not appear in the input document. However, both ROUGE and human evaluation scores of their system are lower than the state-of-the-art summarisation systems (e.g. See et al., 2017) . In addition, the above rewards require reference summaries, unlike our reward that only takes a document and a generated summary as input.
Rewards learned with extra data. Pasunuru and Bansal (2018) propose two novel rewards for training RL-based abstractive summarisers: RougeSal, which up-weights the salient phrases and words detected via a keyphrase classifier, and Entail reward, which gives high scores to logically-entailed summaries using an entailment classifier. RougeSal is trained with the SQuAD reading comprehension dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) , and Entail is trained with the SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) and Multi-NLI (Williams et al., 2018) datasets. Although their system achieves new state-of-the-art results in terms of ROUGE, it remains unclear whether their system generates more human-appealing summaries as they do not perform human evaluation experiments. Additionally, both rewards require reference summaries. Louis and Nenkova (2013) , Peyrard et al. (2017) and build featurerich regression models to learn a summary evaluation metric directly from the human judgement scores (Pyramid and Responsiveness) provided in the TAC'08 and '09 datasets 1 . Some features they use require reference summaries (e.g. ROUGE metrics); the others are heuristic-based and do not use reference summaries (e.g. the JensenShannon divergence between the word distributions in the summary and the documents). Their experiments suggest that with only non-referencesummary-based features, the correlation of their learned metric with human judgements is lower than ROUGE; with reference-summary-based features, the learned metric marginally outperforms ROUGE. In §6, we show that our reward model does not use reference summaries but outperforms the feature-based baseline by as well as ROUGE.
Unlike the above work that attempts to learn a summary evaluation metric, the target of our work is to learn a good reward, which is not necessarily a good evaluation metric. A good evaluation metric should be able to correctly rank summaries of different quality levels, while a good reward function focuses more on distinguishing the best summaries from the mediocre and bad summaries. Also, an evaluation metric should be able to evaluate summaries of different types (e.g. extractive and abstractive) and from different genres, while a reward function can be specifically designed for a single task. We leave the learning of a generic summarisation evaluation metric for future work.
Summary-Level Correlation Study
In this section, we study the summary-level correlation between multiple widely used summary evaluation metrics and human judgement scores, 1 https://tac.nist.gov/data/ so as to further motivate the need for a stronger reward for RL. Metrics we consider include ROUGE (full length F-score), BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and METEOR (Lavie and Denkowski, 2009 ). Furthermore, in line with Chaganty et al. (2018) , we also use the cosine similarity between the embeddings of the generated summary and the reference summary as metrics: we use InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017) and BERT-Large-Cased (Devlin et al., 2019) to generate the embeddings.
The human judgement scores we use are from Chaganty et al. (2018) , collected as follows. First, 500 news articles were randomly sampled from the CNN/DailyMail dataset. For each news article, four summarisation systems were used to generate summaries: the seq2seq and pointer models proposed by See et al. (2017) , and the ml and ml+rl models by . Hence, together with the human-written reference summaries provided in the CNN/DailyMail dataset, each news article has five summaries. Crowd-sourcing workers were recruited to rate the summaries in terms of their fluency, redundancy level and overall quality, on a 3-point Likert scale from −1 to 1. Higher scores mean better quality. Each summary was rated by five independent workers. We use the averaged overall quality score for each summary as the ground-truth human judgement.
RL-based summarisation systems assume that the summaries ranked highly by the reward function (e.g. ROUGE) are indeed "good" in terms of human judgement. We define good summaries as follows: a summary y for a news article x is good if (i) the average human judgement score for y is ≥ 0.5, and (ii) among the five summaries for x, y is ranked within the top two. To study to what extent the above assumption is true, we not only measure the summary-level correlation (Spearman's ρ and Pearson's r) between the reward function and human judgements, but also count how many good summaries identified by the reward function are indeed good (G-Pre), and how many indeed good summaries are identified by the reward function (G-Rec). We normalise the reward scores and the human judgements to the same range.
From Table 1 , we find that all metrics we consider have low correlation with the human judgement. More importantly, their G-Pre and G-Rec scores are all below .50, which means that more than half of the good summaries identified by the metrics are actually not good, and more than 50% Table 1 : Quality of reward metrics. G-Pre and G-Rec are the precision and recall rate of the "good" summaries identified by the metrics, resp. All metrics here require reference summaries. We perform stemming and stop words removal as preprosessing, as they help increase the correlation. For InferSent, the embeddings of the reference/system summaries are obtained by averaging the embeddings of the sentences therein.
of the indeed good summaries cannot be identified by the considered metrics. Hence, hillclimbing on these metrics can hardly guide the RL agents to generate genuinely high-quality summaries. These observations clearly motivate the need for better rewards. Next, we formally formulate the reward learning task.
Problem Formulation
We focus on reward learning for single-document summarisation in this work, formulated as follows. Let X be the set of all input documents. For x ∈ X , let Y x be the set of all summaries for x that meet the length requirement. A reward function R(x, y; θ) measures the quality of summary y for document x, where θ stands for all parameters for R. Note that human judgements can be viewed as the ground-truth reward function, which we denote as R * henceforth. At training time, suppose we have access to X ⊆ X documents and N summaries for each x ∈ X , denoted by
Hence, we have |X | × N summaries at training time, and our training set includes the R * scores for these summaries:
Our target is to learn a reward function R that is as "close" to R * as possible. Depending on the definition of "close", we explore two loss functions for reward learning, detailed below.
Regression loss. We first consider reward learning as a regression problem, by measuring the "closeness" between R and R * by their mean squared errors:
Cross-entropy loss. An alternative definition of "closeness" is to measure the "agreement" between R and R * , i.e. for a pair of summaries, whether R and R * prefer the same summary. For two summaries y i x , y j x ∈ Y x , we estimate the likelihood that R prefers y i x over y j x as
where r i = R(x, y i x ; θ), r j = R(x, y j x ; θ). Note that for each x ∈ X , we have N summaries available in Y x . Hence we can construct N · (N − 1)/2 pairs of summaries for each input x. Our target is to minimise the "disagreement" between R * and R on the |X | · N · (N − 1)/2 pairs of summaries, formally defined as the cross-entropy loss below:
where 1 is the indicator function. Next, we will introduce our reward learning model that minimises the losses defined in Eq.
(1) and (3).
Reward Learning Model
We explore two neural architectures for R(x, y; θ): Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and SimilarityRedundancy Matrix (SimRed), detailed below.
MLP
A straightforward method for learning R(x, y x ; θ) is to encode the input document x and summary y as two embeddings, and feed the concatenated embedding into a single-layer MLP to minimise the loss functions Eq.
(1) and (3). We consider three text encoders to vectorise x and y x . In supplementary material, we provide figures to further illustrate the architectures of these text encoders.
CNN-RNN. We use convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to encode the sentences in the input text, and feed the sentence embeddings into an LSTM to generate the embedding of the whole input text. In the CNN part, convolutions with different filter widths are applied independently as in (Kim, 2014) . The most relevant features are selected afterwards with max-over-time pooling.
In line with Narayan et al. (2018b) , we reverse the order of sentence embeddings before feeding them into the LSTM. This encoder network yields strong performance on summarisation and sentence classification tasks (Narayan et al., 2018a,b) .
PMeans-RNN. PMeans is a simple yet powerful sentence encoding method (Rücklé et al., 2018) . PMeans encodes a sentence by computing the power means of the embeddings of the words in the sentence. PMeans uses a parameter p to control the weights for each word embedding: with p = 1, each word element is weighted equally, and with the increase of p, it assigns higher weights to the elements with higher values. With p = +∞, PMeans is equivalent to element-wise maxpooling. The output of PMeans is passed to an LSTM to produce the final document embedding. Note that only the LSTM is trainable; the p value is decided by the system designer.
BERT. We use the pre-trained BERT-LargeCased model to encode news articles and summaries. The hidden state of the final layer that corresponds to the first token (i.e. "[CLS]") is taken as embedding. Note that the pre-trained BERT models can only encode texts with at most 512 tokens. In line with Alberti et al. (2019), we therefore use a sliding window approach with the offset size of 128 tokens to encode overlength summaries and news articles. We do not fine-tune the BERT model because our dataset is relatively small (only 2,500 summaries and 500 news articles), and the sliding-window of BERT requires much resources to fine-tune.
Similarity-Redundancy Matrix (SimRed)
Good summaries should be more informative (i.e. contain information of higher importance from the input documents) and less redundant than bad summaries. Based on this intuition, we propose the SimRed architecture, which explicitly measures the informativeness and redundancy of summary y x for document x. SimRed maintains a Similarity matrix and a Redundancy matrix. In the Similarity matrix, cell (i, j) is the cosine similarity between the embeddings of the ith sentence in summary y x and the jth sentence in document x. In the Redundancy matrix, each cell contains the square of the cosine similarity of a pair of sentences in summary y x . We use the average over the Similarity matrix cells to measure the informativeness of y x , the average over the Redundancy matrix cells to measure the redundancy, and compute the weighted sum of these two averaged values to yield the reward R:
where s i , i = 1, · · · , N indicates the embedding of the ith sentence in summary y x , and d j , j = 1, · · · , M indicates the embedding of the jth sentence in document x. The sentence embeddings are generated using CNN, PMeans and BERT as described in §5.1. Because PMeans does not have trainable parameters and BERT is kept fixed, we put a trainable layer on top of them.
Reward Quality Evaluation
Experimental Setup. We perform 5-fold crossvalidation on the 2,500 human summaries (described in §3) to measure the performance of our reward R. In each fold, the data is split with ratio 64:16:20 for training, validation and test.
The parameters of our model are detailed as follows, decided in a pilot study on one fold of the data split. The CNN-RNN encoder (see §5.1) uses filter widths 1-10 for the CNN part, and uses a unidirectional LSTM with a single layer whose dimension is 600 for the RNN part. For PMeans, we obtain sentence embeddings for each p ∈ {−∞, +∞, 1, 2} and concatenate them per sentence. Both these two encoders use the pre-trained GloVe word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) . On top of these encoders, we use an MLP with one hidden ReLU layer and a linear activation at the output layer. For the MLP that uses CNN-RNN and PMeans-RNN, the dimension of its hidden layer is 100, while for the MLP with BERT as encoder, the dimension of the hidden layer is 1024. As for SimRed, we set α (see Eq. (4)) to be 0.85. The trainable layer on top of BERT and PMeans -when used with SimRed -is a single layer perceptron whose output dimension is equal to the input dimension.
Reward Quality. Table 2 shows the quality of different reward learning models. As a baseline, we also consider the feature-rich reward learning method proposed by (see §2) .
MLP with BERT as encoder has the best overall performance. Specifically, BERT+MLP+Pref significantly outperforms (p < 0.05) all the other models that do not use BERT+MLP, as well as the metrics that rely on reference summaries (see Table 1 ). P-values between each pair of metrics/rewards can be found in the supplementary material. In general, preference loss (Eq. (2)) yields better performance than regression loss (Eq. (1)), because it "pushes" the reward function to provide correct preferences over summaries, which leads to more precise ranking. Fig. 1 illustrates the distribution of some rewards/metrics for summaries with different human ratings. In the left-most sub-figure in Fig. 1 , we find that, for summaries with average human rating 1.0 (the highest human rating; see §3), their average ROUGE-2 scores are similar to those with lower human ratings, which indicates that ROUGE-2 can hardly distinguish the highestquality summaries from the rest. We make similar observations for InferSent-Cosine and BERTCosine. BERT+MLP+Pref provides higher scores to summaries with higher human ratings (the rightmost sub-figure), although it does not use reference summaries. This explains the strong GPre and G-Rec scores of BERT+MLP+Pref. The distributions of the other metrics/rewards can be found in the supplementary material. Next, we use the reward learned by BERT+MLP+Pref to train some RL-based summarisation systems.
RL-based Summarisation with Learned Rewards
We consider two RL-based summarisation systems, an extractive system NeuralTD , and an abstractive system ExtAbsRL (Chen and Bansal, 2018) . Note that ExtAbsRL is a crossinput RL while NeuralTD is an input-specific RL (see §2). Our study is performed on the test set of the non-anonymised CNN/DailyMail dataset (See et al., 2017) , which includes 11,490 news articles and one reference summary for each article.
RL-based Summarisation Systems
NeuralTD. NeuralTD is an improved version of the RL-based extractive multi-document summarisation system proposed by Ryang and Abekawa (2012) . We briefly recap the original system below. Suppose the RL agent has selected some sentences and has built a draft summary d using the selected sentences. The RL agent maintains a function V : D → R, where D denotes the set of all possible draft summaries. V (d; w) estimates the quality and potential of d, where w are the learnable parameters in V . To select which sentence to add to d next, the agent samples sentences s ∈ S with distribution
where S is the set of all sentences in the input document that has not been added to d yet, and (d, s) is the resulting summary of concatenating d and s. The original system proposed by Ryang and Abekawa (2012) models V as a linear function
is the vector for draft summary d). NeuralTD instead uses a neural network with multiple hidden layers to approximate V . show that NeuralTD significantly outperforms the original linear algorithm in multiple benchmark datasets. In line with , we use the delayed rewards in NeuralTD: a non-zero reward is provided to the agent only when the agent finishes the sentence selection process (i.e. when agent performs the "end-of-construction" action). The assumption underlying this reward scheme is that the reward function can only precisely measure the quality of the summary when the summary is complete. Besides our learned reward, in order to encourage the agent to select the "lead" sentences (i.e. the first three sentences in each news article), we provide the agent with a small extra reward (0.5) for each "lead" sentence the agent chooses to extract. The value for the extra reward (0.5) is decided in a pilot study, in which we manually check the quality of the generated summaries with different extra rewards (0.1, 0.3, · · · , 0.9).
ExtAbsRL has an extractor to extract salient sentences and an abstractor to rephrase the extracted sentences to generate abstractive summaries. The abstractor is a simple encoder-alignerdecoder model with copying mechanism, which Table 2 : Summary-level correlation of learned reward functions. All results are averaged over 5-fold cross validations. Unlike the metrics in Table 1, all rewards in this table do is pre-trained using standard supervised crossentropy training. The extractor, on the other hand, applies an actor-critic RL algorithm on top of a pointer network. Unlike NeuralTD that uses delayed rewards, ExtAbsRL receives a non-zero reward after adding each new sentence, by computing the ROUGE-L score between the newly added sentence and the corresponding sentence in the reference summary. When the generated summary has more sentences than the reference summary, 0 is given as the reward for the extra sentences. At the final step, ROUGE-1 of the whole generated summary is granted as reward.
We follow the step-wise reward scheme in original ExtAbsRL but, instead of using ROUGE-L to compute the step-wise rewards, we apply our learned reward function to compute the score for the summary with and without the new sentence, and use their difference as reward. Similarly, for the final step reward, we also use our learned reward function. In addition, we force our summariser to stop adding new sentences when the number of tokens in the generated summary is 1.2 times as many as in the reference summary, because we find the abstractive summaries generated by the original ExtAbsRL algorithm are approximately of this length. Since the abstractor in ExtAbsRL is not RL-based, the different reward Table 3 : Full-length ROUGE F-scores of some recent RL-based (upper) and supervised (middle) extractive summarisation systems, as well as our system with learned rewards (bottom). R-1/2/L stands for ROUGE-1/2/L. Our system maximises the learned reward instead of ROUGE, hence receives lower ROUGE scores.
only influences the extractor. Table 3 presents the ROUGE scores of our system (NeuralTD+LearnedRewards) and multiple stateof-the-art systems. The summaries generated by our system receive decent ROUGE metrics, but are lower than most of the recent systems, because our learned reward is optimised towards high correlation with human judgement instead of ROUGE metrics.
Extractive Summarisation
To measure the human ratings on the gener- Table 4 : Human evaluation on extractive summaries. Our system receives significantly higher human ratings on average. "Best%": in how many percentage of documents a system receives the highest human rating.
ated summaries, we invited five users to read and rate the summaries from three systems: NeuralTD+LearnedReward, the Refresh system (Narayan et al., 2018b ) and the extractive version of the ExtAbsRL system, which only extracts salient sentences and does not apply sentence rephrasing. We selected Refresh and ExtAbsRL because they both have been reported to receive higher human ratings than the strong system proposed by See et al. (2017) . We randomly sampled 30 news articles from the test set in CNN/DailyMail, and asked the five participants to rate the three summaries for each article on a 3-point Likert scale from 1 to 3, where higher scores mean better overall quality. We asked them to consider the informativeness (whether the summary contains most important information in the article) and conciseness (whether the summary is concise and does not contain redundant information) in their ratings. Table 4 presents the human evaluation results. summaries generated by NeuralTD receives significantly higher human evaluation scores than those by Refresh (p = 0.0088, double-tailed ttest) and ExtAbsRL (p 0.01). Also, the average human rating for Refresh is significantly higher (p 0.01) than ExtAbsRL, despite receiving significantly higher ROUGE scores than both Refresh and NeuralTD (see Table 3 ). We find that the summaries generated by ExtAbsRL include more tokens (94.5) than those generated by Refresh (83.4) and NeuralTD (85.6). Sun et al. (2019) recently show that, for summaries whose lengths are in the range of 50 to 110 tokens, longer summaries receive higher ROUGE-F1 scores. We believe this is the reason why ExtAbsRL has higher ROUGE scores. On the other hand, ExtAbsRL extracts more redundant sentences: four out of 30 summaries by ExtAbsRL include redundant sentences, while Refresh and NeuralTD do not generate summaries with two identical sentences therein. Users are sensitive to the redundant sentences in summaries: the average human rating for redundant and human judgements (right). Using our learned reward yields significantly (p = 0.0057) higher average human rating. "Pref%": in how many percentage of documents a system receives the higher human rating.
summaries is 1.2, lower than the average rating for the other summaries generated by ExtAbsRL (1.66). To summarise, by using our learned reward function in training an extractive RL summariser (NeuralTD), the generated summaries receive significantly higher human ratings than the state-ofthe-art systems. Table 5 compares the ROUGE scores of using different rewards to train the extractor in ExtAbsRL (the abstractor is pre-trained, and is applied to rephrase the extracted sentences). Again, when ROUGE is used as rewards, the generated summaries have higher ROUGE scores. We randomly sampled 20 documents from the test set in CNN/DailyMail and asked three users to rate the quality of the two summaries generated with different rewards. We asked the users to consider not only the informativeness and conciseness of summaries, but also their grammaticality and faithfulness (whether the information in the summary is consistent with that in the original news). It is clear from Table 5 that using the learned reward helps the RL-based system generate summaries with significantly higher human ratings. Furthermore, we note that the overall human ratings for the abstractive summaries are lower than the extractive summaries (compared to Table 4 ). Qualitative analysis suggests that the poor overall rating may be caused by occasional information inconsistencies between a summary and its source text: for instance, a sentence in the source article reads "after Mayweather was almost two hours late for his workout , Pacquiao has promised to be on time", but the generated summary outputs "Mayweather has promised to be on time for the fight". High redundancy is another reason for the low human ratings: ExtAbsRL generates six summaries with redundant sentences when applying ROUGE-L as reward, while the number drops to two when the learned reward is applied.
Abstractive Summarisation

Conclusion & Discussion
In this work, we focus on Reinforcement Learning (RL) based summarisation, and propose a reward function directly learned from human ratings on summaries' overall quality. Our reward function only takes the source text and the generated summary as input (i.e. does not require reference summaries), and correlates significantly better with human judgements than existing metrics (e.g. ROUGE and METEOR, which require reference summaries). We use our learned reward to train both extractive and abstractive summarisation systems. Experiments show that the summaries generated from our learned reward outperform those by the state-of-the-art systems, in terms of human judgements. Considering that our reward is learned from only 2,500 human ratings on 500 summaries, while the state-of-the-art systems require two orders of magnitude (287k) more document-reference pairs for training, this work clearly shows that reward learning plus RLbased summarisation is able to leverage a relatively small set of human rating scores to produce high-quality summaries.
For future work, we plan to test our method in other summarisation tasks (e.g. multi-document summarisation) and downstream tasks of summarisation (e.g. investigating whether users can correctly answer questions by reading our summaries instead of the original documents). Also, we believe the "learning reward from human judgements" idea has potential to boost the performance of RL in other natural language generation applications, e.g. translation, sentence simplification and dialogue generation.
